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Staying cool in summer heat
Edit, Remove

Written by kylestack on 08/03/2010 2:12:07 PM

It's intriguing during this time of year how
athletes who perform outdoors cope with
brutally hot temperatures. We know they're
in great shape but they're also human. What
do they do to maximize their workouts
under the hot sun? With NFL training camps
underway, I thought it appropriate to discuss
with Tom Shaw how he trains NFL players
at the ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex
in Orlando before the players leave for their
respective training camps.

Shaw, who trains dozens of NFL players
every off-season, puts the players in the
weight room for over an hour every morning
before they go outside. While thet began
their hydration period at that time, the
players follow the lifting session with a mile
to a mile-and-a-half run outside.

Flexibility drills come next, after which the
players get a true cool-down session --
sitting in the shade underneath a tent while
drinking water. "It gives everybody a chance
to recover so that they don't get
overheated," Shaw says.

Explosive jumps and other plyometric exercises take place next followed by another five-minute
water session in the shade. The players head back to the field for a football-specific workout tailored
around cutting, sprinting and jumping exercises. What's next? You guessed it -- another rest session.

Shaw explains that the breaks are necessary to maintain the player's energy levels. "If we pushed
through and went right to the next session, I think that could have been a problem," Shaw says. The
breaks not only give players a chance to hydrate but an opportunity to temporarily get out of the
glaring sun.

He explains further that even though the players are on the field for up to 2 1/2 hours daily in the
sweltering Florida heat, it's his job to prepare them for their training sessions with their respective
teams, not for him to get players tired and make them feel nauseous.

Then there's the following tidbit which sums up this topic really well. What's vital is for the players to
hydrate, Shaw says. "What you drink during the day doesn't matter," Shaw says. "What you drink the
night before you work out is the most important thing." He includes that players will usually drink a
gallon of water every night before workouts. If they do that, then the combination of hydrating and
resting in the shade during exercises gives them an excellent chance of staying cool in the summer
heat.
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